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trajectories
but cannot rotate. This problem has many applications
to robot, automobile,
and
aircraft collision avoidance. Our main positive results are polynomial time algorithms for the 2-D
asteroid avoidance problem, where B is a moving polygon and we assume a constant number of
obstacles, as well as single exponential time or polynomial
space algorithms for the 3-D asteroid
avoidance problem, where B is a convex polyhedron and there are arbitrarily many obstacles. Our
techniques for solving these asteroid avoidance problems use “normal path” arguments, which are
an interesting generalization
of techniques previously used to solve static shortest path problems.
We also give some additional positive results for vm-ious other dynamic movers problems, and
in particular give polynomial time algorithms for the case in which B has no velocity bounds and
the movements of obstacles are algebraic in space–time.
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1. Introduction
1.1. STATIC MOVERS
PROBLEMS.
The
static rnol’ers problem
is to plan a
collision-free
motion of a body B in 2-D or 3-D space avoiding a set of
obstacles stationary in space. For example, B may be a sofa that we wish to
move through a room crowded with furniture, or B may be an articulated robot
arm that we wish to move in a fixed workspace.
Reif [1979] first showed that a generalized 3-D static movers problem is
PSPACE-hard, where B consists of FI linked polyhedra. Hopcroft et al. [1984a:
1984b] later proved PSPACE-lower
bounds for 2-D static movers problems. If
the number of degrees of freedom of motion is kept constant, then the
problem has polynomial time solutions, provided that the geometric constraints
on the motion can be stated algebraically [Schwartz and Sharir, 1983b]. More
efficient polynomial time algorithms for various specific cases of static movers
problems are given by Lozano-Perez and Wesley [1979], Reif [1979], Schwartz
and Sharir [1983a; 1983c; 1984], Hopcroft et al. [1985], O’Dfinlaing
et al. [1983],
and O’Dfinlaing
and Yap [1985]. Some of these results are compiled in a recent
book [Hopcroft et al., 1987]. See also a more recent survey [Sharir, 19891 that
reviews these and later works on the topic.
1.2. DYNAMIC

MOVERS

In

PROBLEMS.

this

paper,

we

consider

the

problem

is free to move within
some 2-D or 3-D space S, containing several obstacles that move in S along
known trajectories.
We require that the obstacle trajectories
be easily computable functions of time, and not be at all dependent on any movement of B.
Some applications are:
of

planning

a collision-free

motion

of

a body

B that

B might be a robot arm that must be moved
(1) Robotic Collision Auoidance.
through a workspace such as an assembly line in which various machine
parts make predictable mcnmmcnts.
B is an automobile
with an automatic
Collision
Avoidance.
(2) Automobile
steering system that must avoid collision with other automobiles
with
known trajectories on a highway.
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other

paths.
B might be a spacecraft that we wish to automatiNavigation.
(4) Spacecraft
cally maneuver among a field of moving obstacles, such as asteroids.
obstacles

with

known flight

Although the dynamic movers problem is fundamental
to robotics, there are
only very few works that have considered the computational
complexity of such
problems, and they all appeared after the original version of this paper [Reif
and Sharir, 1985].
We can formally define a dynamic moi,lers problem as follows: Let B be an
arbitrary fixed system of moving bodies (each of which can translate and rotate,
and some of which may be hinged), having overall d degrees of freedom. B is
allowed to move within a space S that contains a collection of obstacles moving
in an arbitrary (but known) manner. To cope with the time-varying
environment, we represent the time as an additional parameter of the configuration
of
B. More precisely, we define the free configuration
space FP of B to consist of
of B, and
all pairs [X, t]G E(~+ 1), where X ● E’( represents a configuration
X, then B does not
such that, if at time t the system B is at configuration
Euclidean
meet any obstacle at that time (here E’i denotes the d-dimensional
space). In this representation
of FP, a continuous motion of B is represented
in t.Note that the slope
by a continuous arc [x,, t] = p(t ), which is monotone
of this arc (relative to the t-axis) represents the “velocity”
(i.e., the rate of
change of the parameters of the motion) of B. If we impose no restrictions on
this velocity, any such t-monotone path corresponds to a possible motion of B.
However, the dynamic version of the problem is usually further complicated by
imposing certain constraints on the allowed motions of B. One such constraint
is that the velocity modulus of B cannot exceed a given bound (the modulus is
the Euclidean norm of the velocity vector); we refer to this as a “bounded
velocity modulus” constraint. Such a constraint of a “uniform”
bound on the
appropriate if B is a single rigid body free only to
velocity of B is particularly
translate; most of the versions of the problem (e.g., the asteroid avoidance
problem) studied in this paper will be of this kind.
Using the above terminology,
the problem that we wish to solve is: Given an
initial free configuration
[X., O] and a final free configuration
[Xl, T], plan a
that will
continuous motion of B (if one exists) between these configurations
avoid collision with the obstacles, or else report that no such motion is
possible. (Note that we also specify the time T at which we want to be at the
final configuration
X1; as will be seen below, a variant of our techniques can
be used to obtain minimal time movement of B.) In other words, we wish to
fmd

a

monotone

T],

where

path

the path

m

FP

between

satisfies

the

the velocity

two

configurations

modulus

bound

[X(),

O]

constraint

and

(if
imposed).
To avoid technical difficulties
in the analysis in this paper, we relax the
so as to allow B also to
condition that the movement of B to be collision-free,
make contact with obstacles during its motion, but still forbid B from intersection the interior of any obstacle. Such movement is usually called semi-free, but
We will
we will continue to refer also to this kind of movement as collision-free.
make one exception to this convention in Section 4.2, where we will not allow
B to make any contact with the obstacles.
[~1,
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The goal of this paper is to systematically
investigate the complexity
various fundamental
classes of dynamic movement planning problems.
1.3. SUMMARY
are:

OF OUR

RESULTS.

(1) PSPACE lower bounds
with bounded velocity
for
(2) Decision algorithms
translating polyhedron
cles.

of

the main results of this paper

In summmy,

of 3-D dynamic movement planning of a single disc
and rotating obstacles.
l-D, 2-D, or 3-D dynamic movement planning of a
with bounded velocity and purely translating obsta-

We also have additional
results
problems with unbounded velocity.

for

some

dynamic

movement

planning

1.4. OUR LOWER BOUND RESULTS FOR ROTATING OBSTACLES. In the case
in which the obstacles rotate, they may generate nonalgebraic
trajectories
in
space-time that appears to make movement planning intractable.
Our main
rzegatiL1e result, given in Section 2, is a proof that 3-D dynamic movement
planning with rotating obstacles is PSPACE-hard,
even in the case the object
to be moved is a disc with bounded velocity. (We also have a related NP-hardness result, described below, in the case B has no velocity bounds.)
All previously known lower bound results for movers problems
Remark.
of B for encoding n bits, and thus require that B have
utilize the position
f)(n) degrees of freedom. We use substantially
different
techniques for our
of a
lower bound results. In particular, we use time to encode the configuration
Turing machine that we wish to simulate (therefore, we call our construction
a
“time-machine”).
In our lower bound construction
it suffices that B have only
0(1) degrees of freedom. (In contrast, static movement planning is polynomial
degrees
of freedom.) The key to OUr
time decidable in case B has Only 0(1)
PSPACE-hardness
proof is a “delay box” construction, which by use of rotating
obstacles generates an exponential number of disconnected components in the
free configuration
space.
1.5. EFFICIENT
tion

3,

problems

we

ALGORITHMS

investigate

in which

the

an

FOR ASTEROID
interesting

obstacles

do not

class
rotate.

AVOIDANCE
of
An

tractable

asteroid

PROBLEMS.
dynamic

auoidance

In

Sec-

movement

problem

is

the dynamic movement problem in which each of the obstacles is a polyhedron
with a fixed (possible distinct)
translational
velocity, and B is a convex
polyhedron
that may make arbitrary
translational
movements
but with a
B nor the obstacles may rotate. (This
bounded velocity modulus. Neither
problem is named after the well-known
ASTEROID
video game, where a
spacecraft of limited velocity modulus must be maneuvered to avoid swiftly
moving asteroids.) The problem is efficiently
solved in the 1-D case by line
scanning techniques but is quite difficult in the 2-D and 3-D cases.
The assumptions of the asteroid avoidance problem are applicable in many
of the above mentioned practical problems, such as robot, automobile, airplane
and spacecraft collision avoidance problems, where both B and the obstacles
are approximated by convex polyhedra.
The major positive results of this paper are a polynomial time algorithm for
the 2-D asteroid avoidance problem where the object B is a polygon and we
assume a constant number of convex obstacles, as well as 2“(’(’ ) time or
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polynomial space decision algorithms for the 3-D asteroid avoidance problem
many obstacles.
where B is a convex polyhedron and there are arbitrarily
The methods we develop such as “normal
movement”
decomposition
of
paths are an interesting extension of the much simpler normal path techniques
previously used by shortest path algorithms in the static case.
These techniques are also extended to yield algorithms for the minimum-time
asteroid avoidance problem, in which we wish to reach a desired final position
in the shortest possible time.
We note that, since the original appearance of this paper in Reif and Sharir
[1985], several other works addressed dynamic motion planning
problems.
Among those, we mention the work by Sutner and Maass [1988], where results
similar to ours have been independently
obtained. Sutner and Maass have
studied the variant where minimum-time
movement
is being sought; this
variant is also implicit in the earlier version of our paper [Reif and Sharir,
1985]. See also Canny and Reif [1987] for related results.
1.6. DYNAMIC MOVERS PROBLEMS WITH No VELOCITY BOUND ON B.
In
Section 4 of this paper, we consider the complexity
of dynamic movement
planning in the case where B, the object to be moved, has no velocity modulus
bounds. We first show that the 3-D dynamic movement problem for a cylinder
B with unrestricted
velocity is NP-hard,
We then consider algorithms for dynamic movement planning in the case in
which no velocity bounds are imposed on the motion of B, and the geometric
constraints
on the possible positions of B can be specified by algebraic
equalities and inequalities
(in the parameters describing the possible degrees
of freedom of B and in time). We show that this problem is solvable in
moving system B (which may consist of several
polynomial time for any ftied
independent hinged translating and rotating bodies in 2-D or 3-D).
2. A Time Machine

Simulation

of PSPACE

We show here that
THEOREM

PSPACE-hard,

2.1.

Dynanzic
elen

motwnent

planning

in the case of bounded

in the case where the body B to be moled

[elocity

is a disc moling

is
in

3-space.
PROOF.

S(n)

= no(]’.

Let M be a deterministic
Turing
machine with space bound
We can assume M has tape alphabet {O, 1}, state set Q =

{o,..., 1!2– 1}with initial state 0 and accepting state 1. A co@guratioiz
of M
consists of a tuple C = (u, q, h) where u = {O, 1}s(’2) is the current
tape
contents, q = Q is the current state, and h = {O, . . . . S(n) – 1} is the position
of the tape head. Let next (C) be the configuration
immediately succeeding C.
Given input string w ● {O, l}” considered to be a binary number, the initial
configuration
is C1l = ( wOs(” )-”, 0, O). We can assume (OA(’”, 1, O) is the accepting configuration.
We can also assume that if M accepts, then it does so in
exactly T = 2 c~fn) steps for some constant c > 0. Thus, M accepts iff CT is
accepting, where CO, Cl, . . . . CT is the sequence of configurations
of M satisfying C, = ~zext(C, _l) for i = 1,, ... T.
of M on input w, we will construct a 3-D
To simulate the computation
instance of the dynamic movers problem where the body B to be moved is a
disc of radius 1, and where we bound the velocity modulus of B by z =
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100l~lS(n).
The basic idea of our simulation
is to use time to encode the
current configuration
of M. The dynamic movement problem we construct will
be specified giving the exact size, velocity, and initial position of each obstacle
as well as the initial and final position (and maximum velocity modulus) of the
object B to be moved. This specification will use a polynomial number of bits
(specified by a binary encoding) and will be constructible
space bounded deterministic
Turing Machine.
Let
AT= S(n)

+ [loglQll

using an O(log n)-

+ [log S(n)l,

so that 2N is at least 2S(”)1QIS( n). Note that since S(n) is polynomial, IV is also
C = (u, q, h) as an N bit
polynomial in n. We shall encode each configuration
binary number
#(C)

Note that #(C)

= u + q2s(”)

+ h2s(’z)+~l(’glQl].

is at most

of M is a triple ( Uk, q, h )
which is at most 2N – 1. A surjlace configuration
where Llk G {O, 1} is the value of the tape cell currently
scanned, q is the
current state and h is the head position. For each q G Q, h E {O, ..., S(n) – 1},
and UJ, G {O, 1}, we associate a distinguished position P(,,,,, ~,~~ of B in 3-dimensional space corresponding
to surface configuration
( u~,, q, h) of M. Note that
since S(n) and N are polynomial in n, there are only a polynomial number of
surface configurations.
We will fix a distinguished
initial position, HOME-POSITION,
of B in
3-dimensional space (it has no time component). B is located at HOME-POSITION at the initial time to= w. The dynamic movers problem will be to move
B so that it is at position HOME-POSITION
also at time t~ = 2s(”) + T2N.
We will construct a collection of moving obstacles which will force B to move
exactly at each time t,z w such that Ltl
] = #C,
to position HOME-POSITION
+ i2N, and t,< [t,
] + 2/v. Thus, we use 2 N bits of t,for the encoding, in
particular the lower N bits of t,encode the configuration
Cl and the higher
bits encode the step number. (Note that toencodes the initial configuration,
at
step O, and t~ encodes the final configuration
at step T.) Since N is polynomial
in n, the number of bits used in the encoding of to and t~ is polynomial.
To simulate M, we need two kinds of devices: one to test that M is at a
particular surface configuration,
and the other to simulate one step of M at a
specific surface configuration.
The first kind of device is constructed as follows:
Fix some ● between O and 0.5. The entries and exits of the devices to be
described below will be connected to the rest of the construction by the use of
cylindrical tubes (which will be called “connecting
tubes”) of diameter 1 + ~.
We now describe a “test box,” which is a device to test the value a given bit b,
in position j of t,.The test box will be a cylinder of diameter 3, and will have a
distinguished entry slot and two exit slots: exit,, and exitl each Of width 1 + E.
Let A, be the time required by B to reach the entry slot of the test box from
HOME-POSITION
(this can be easily determined from the construction given
below of the tree of test boxes). We design a test box so that if B is placed at
the entrance slot at time t,+ A,, then within time delay 6/u, B is forced to
move through exit~ . We now give the specification of this test box, which will
be polynomial
in ri. First, we will force B from the connecting tube into and
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through the entry slot of the test box by use of a semidisk rotating once every
2/L time units. We will force B to exit the test box by use of a semidisk that
sweeps out the cylindrical
test box once every 1\L1 time units. By use of an
additional semidisk rotating once every 2 j time units, we will open and close
the exits so that exit, is open iff exit. is closed at time lt, + A, 1. Thus, in delay
at most 6/u, the test box forces B to depart through exitb .
Next, we will describe a construction,
which we call the’ test tree, which will
at time t, to distinguished
force B to be moved from HOME-POSITION
] + 1 and [t,
] + 1 + 2/L],where (Z4h, q, lz)
position P<,,,, ~,~, at time between [t,
is the surface configuration
associated with the configuration
which is encoded
as above by the 2 IV low-order bits of [t,]. To do this, we construct a balanced
tree whose nodes are test boxes. From HOME-POSITION,
there is a connecting tube to the entry slot of the root. The exit slots of the leaves are connected
by a connecting tube to distinguished
positions of the form P<,:,,:~,~,,, where
All such distinguished
posltlons will be
( u~,, q, h ) is a surface configuration.
arranged in a straight line at distance 10 units between each other. The exit
slot of each test box in the interior of this test tree are be connected via a
connecting tube to the entry slot of each of their interior children. The jth
level of the test tree is used to test the jth bit of the current surface
configuration.
Since the number of surface configurations
is at most 2 I~1 S( n),
the depth of this tree will be log(#surface
configurations)
< Dog(2 I~lS( n))l
bits.
The interior
of each such connecting
tube is swept by a sequence of
semidisks rotating once every 2/LJ time units, so as to force B through the
connecting tube from the previous exit to the next entry in time upper bounded
by 2/L1 times the length of the connecting tube. Since the total length of the
connecting tubes on any path from the root to a leaf is at most 20 I~1 S(n), the
delay through
them is at most 401~lS(n)/[,
and furthermore,
the delay
through each of the test boxes of the nodes on this path is at most 6/L). Thus,
the total delay from HOME-POSITION
to a leaf is at most 501~lS(n)/u
< 1/2,
since [) = 100 IQ IS(n), and the delay is clearly at least 4/L’.
We now modify the above construction
to make this total delay to at least 1
and at most 1 + 2/1’, by adding at the end of the connecting tube leading to
each leaf a pair of semidisks, each rotating once per unit time step. The first
semidisk will, for any number m, allow B to exit only at times between m and
m + 2\L1 and the second will sweep out the this area during the time interval
between m + 2/LI and m + 4/z1; thus forcing B to exit only at times between
m and m + 2/L1. The test tree thus has the property that if B is at HOMEPOSITION
at time t,,then at time at least [t, ] + 1 and at most [t, ] + 1 + 2\cI,
B is forced to the distinguished
position
P,.,,, ~ ~~, where ( Ul,, q, IZ) is the
current surface configuration
encoded by t,. The test tree has only a polynomial number of nodes, and each node and edge of the test tree requires only a
polynomial size specification; thus, the test tree requires only a specification of
size polynomial in n.
Hence (by using a balanced tree of such test boxes plus some additional
to
sweeping semidisks), we can force B to be moved from HOME-POSITION
arrive in distinguished position P<,,,, ~,~,~ in time at least [t, ] + 1 and less than
[t, ] + 1 + 2\ L). Let Cl+l = next(C1 ) = (u’, q’, h’) be the configuration
of M
immediately
following
C,. Since #C, +, – #C, depends only on ( Ul,, q, h),
there
is a function
g(u),, q, h) such that
#C1+, = #C, + g(ul,, q, /z) and
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q, h)l <2 ‘. Hence, we will require an additional
be described below, to force B to move from position
position HOME-POSITION
at time t,, ~ such that

Ig(u,,

[t,+, ] = #ci+l

+ (i + 1)2N =
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+g(u~,

gadget, a delay box, to
P<,,,,,~,;l~ back again
to

q,h)

+

2N,

The total time delay for this move through the delay
we
add
box should be (in integral terms)A = g(u~, q, h) + 2N – 2, to which
about 1 time unit consumed by the move through the test tree, and another 1
from the exit of the delay box
time unit to force B back to HOME-POSITION
(see below).
Thus, our key remaining construction still required is a “delay A box” (where
A is an integer less than 22~). If B enters the delay box at any time t >0 such
that t < [t] + 2\u, then B must be made to exit the delay box at a time at
least Ltj + A, and at most [t]+ A + 2/v. Note that we can assume A is
greater than a constant, say 10, or else the construction
is trivial. (Our
construction is not trivial, however, in the general case where A is exponential
in N since it is based on an explicit construction
of an exponential number of
disconnected components in the free configuration
space, using only a small
number of moving (essentially rotating) obstacles having polynomially
describable velocities.)
Our delay box consists of a fixed torus-shaped obstacle, plus some additional
moving obstacles (see Figure 1). We can precisely define this torus as the
surfiace generated by the revolution of an (imaginary) circle of radius 3 around
the x axis, so that its center is always at distance AL1/2T from the x axis, and
so that the circle is always coplanar with the x-axis. Let @ be the angular
position of a point with respect to rotation around the x-axis.
The torus will have open entrance and exit slots at @ = O and @ = m,
respectively, just sufficiently
wide for entrance and exit of disc B from the
torus. The idea of our delay box construction
will be to create various
disconnected “free spaces” within the torus in which B must be located. These
free spaces will be constructed so that they move within the torus n radians of
@ (i.e., make 1/2 a revolution) in A time units. Once B enters the torus via the
entrance slot, our construction
will force B to be located in exactly one such
free space, and revolve with it around the torus until B leaves the interior of
the torus at the exit slot after the required delay of A time units.
We now show precisely how to create these moving “free spaces.” A moving
obstacle D moves through the interior of the torus with angular velocity (with
respect to ~) of 16 + 1/2A revolutions per time unit. D consists of three discs
Do, D ~, D2 placed face-to-face so that their centers are nearly in contact and
so that they are each coplanar with the .x-axis. Discs Do, D 1, D? are of radius
almost 3. Do has a 1/4 section removed, D, has a 3/4 section removed, and
Dz has a 1/2 section removed. D ~ and D2 each rotate around their center, but
Do does not. Let ~, be the angular displacement of D, as it rotates around its
center, for i = 1,2. We set the angular velocity of D1 with respect to +1 to be
the same as the angular velocity of DI with respect to 0. We set the angular
revolutions
per time
unit
(See
velocity of Dz with respect to +2 to be QA
Figure 2).
@ = 3T/2,
D ~ is
We assume that when D has angular displacement
positioned
so that the remaining
solid quarter section of DI completely
and

t,+ ~ s

[t, + ~] +

z/L1.
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of a cmclc of radius 3 around the ~-axis.

The disks D,), Dl, D2.

overlaps the removed quarter section of D,]. This creates an immobile “dead
space” at 0 = 3n-/2 every roughly 1/16 time units, which B cannot cross
(because its velocity is too small), and will force B (if it is to avoid collision) to
exit the torus via the exit slot at O = n. However, while D has angular
displacement
@, for O < @ < n-, the removed 3/4 section of D, completely
overlaps the removed quarter section of Do which therefore
remains completely unobscured (see Figure 3).
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FIG. 3.

Snapshots of Do u DI

at angular displacements

of @ = 0. 7T/2. fit 3~/2.

Let a “free space” consist of the space-time region created during roughly
every 1/2 revolution
of Dl around its center, when the removed quarter
section of D,, and the removed half-section
of Dz sufficiently
overlap to
accommodate B between them. By construction,
B can be located in this free
space without ever contacting an obstacle. By contrast, a “dead space” is the
space-time region where the removed sections of disks Do, D? do not sufficiently overlap to accommodate
B between them; therefore,
B cannot be
located in this dead space longer than a revolution
of D ~. Since Dz rotates
around its center at most 2A times every time interval in which D rotates
through the torus, at most 2A such free spaces are created during one
revolution of D around the torus (see Figure 4).
Finally, we claim that B cannot move between any two distinct free spaces
while in the interior of the torus. If this was possible, then B could move across
a dead space without colliding with D. But D makes a revolution of @ at least
every 1/16 time units. In this time, B (which has maximum velocity L’) can
move at most distance u/16, which is less than the minimum distance 1/4A “
Au/2 rr” 2V = v/4 between any two free spaces, a contradiction.
revolutions of 0 every time
Since D makes an integral number plus l/2A
unit, each free space moves 1/2 A revolutions of @ every time unit, and thus
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Entrance
g.o

FIG. 4.

The free spaces generated

by the movement

of D

each free space moves 1/2 a revolution of @ in A time units as required in our
construction.
Moreover, we have chosen the size of the torus and A > 10, so
that it is easy to verify that the maximum velocity u of B is sufficient for B to
enter the torus. to move along within a free space and to finally exit the torus.
Note that although we have used exponential velocities in the construction
of
this delay box, the number of bits required for their specification is polynomial
in n.
For each distinguished
position
P,,,,, ~ ~~, where
( u),, q, h) is a surface
configuration,
we will place a distinct delay’ box with entry slot at F’f,t,,,~,~,~, with
delay A = g(z~ll, q, h) + 2N – 2 as defined above. Let the exit of this delay box
be denoted P;,,, ~ ~). Next, we will describe a construction
that will force B to
be moved from ‘any such position P~,,,, ~, ~,~ at time t,. ~ – 1 to HOME-pOS1TION at time between Ltl+ ~j and [t,+, ] + 2/1.
To do this, we construct (in a manner rather similar to the tree of test boxes)
a balanced tree, which we call the join tree, whose edges are connecting tubes
and whose nodes consist of “join boxes. ” The specification of this join tree will
easily be seen to be polynomial in n. A “join box” 1s a simple dewce that has
two entry slots and only one exit slot. The join box will have a single exit slot
and two entry slots: ent~ “ and en.t~l, each of width 1 + ~. The join box will be
a cylinder of diameter 3. To force B into each of the entry slots, we use a
separate semidisk rotating once every 2/[) time steps. Following each of the
entry slots ent~yO, entry,, there is a connecting tube .10,JI, respectively, which
join at distance 2. The resulting joined connecting tube Jz goes to the single
exit (again all these tubes have diameter 1 + ~). All of these tubes J(J, J,, Jz,
are each swept by a pair of rotating semidisks located distance 1 apart and
rotating once every l/~1 time steps; The direction of the sweep insures that B
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can not backtrack through the other entry. This construction
shows that if B is
placed at either of the entry slots, then within time delay 6/Ll, B k forced to
move through the exit slot.
The join tree will be defined similarly
to the test tree, except that the
direction of forced movement is from the leaves to the root and the nodes are
join boxes rather than test boxes. The exit slot of the root has a connecting
tube to HOME-POSITION.
The entry slots of the leaves are connected by a
P~,,!,,~,~,,, where
connecting
tube to distinguished
positions
of the form
All such distinguished
posltlons will be
(u,,, q, h) is a surface configuration.
arranged in a straight line at distance 10 units between each other. The entry
slot of each join box in the interior of this tree is connected via a connecting
tube to the exit slot of each of its interior children.
The depth of this tree will be the same as the previously defined test box
tree. The interior of each such connecting tube is again swept by a sequence of
semidisks rotating once every 2/L) time units, so as to force B through the
connecting tube from the previous exit to the next entry in time upper bounded
by 2/L) times the length of the connecting tube. We can show (by an identical
calculation as for the test tree) that the total delay from HOME-POSITION
to
leaf is now at least 4/11 and at most 1/2. The delay through this tree can again
be increased by modifying
the construction
(this time by adding a pair of
semidisks (rotating just as in the case of the test tree modification)
at the exit
slot of the connecting tube leading from the root to HOME-POSITION
so as
to delay between 1 and 1 + 2/LI ) so the resulting join tree thus has the
position P{Ull ~,~, at time t,+,– 1,
property that if B is at the distinguished
at time between [t, + ~j and
then B is forced back to HOME-POSITION

it,+, ] + 2\v.

Thus, we conclude that if B is at HOME-POSITION
at time t, encoding
at a time t,+1
configuration
C,, then B is forced back to HOME-POSITION
encoding configuration
Cl+ ~.A description of the above construction can easily
❑
be computed by an O(log n) space bounded deterministic
Turing Machine.
Remarks

(1) This “time-machine”
construction
can be simplified further, to the case
involving dynamic movement planning in 2-D space in the presence of a single
moving obstacle that is a single point. Giving this obstacle a rather irregular
(but still polynomially
describable)
motion, we can simulate both testing
devices and delay devices and any additional obstacles needed to force B to
move from and back to the starting position HOME-POSITION.
Nevertheless,
we prefer the construction
given here since it uses more natural and regular
kinds of motion. (We are grateful to Jack Schwartz for making this observation.)
(2) Note that our construction
has utilized velocities that are n-bit integers,
that is, their moduli can grow exponentially.
It remains an open question
whether the dynamic movement problem is still PSPACE-hard
in the case in
which the velocities are specified as O(log n)-bit integers.
3. Efficient

Algorithms

for the Asteroid

Al)oidance

Problem

Our PSPACE-hardness
result of the previous section indicates that it may be
inherently
difficult
to solve dynamic movers problems where the obstacles
rotate. Therefore, we confine our attention to the following case, which we call
the asteroid avoidance problem.
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Assume that B is an arbitrary convex polyhedron in d-space that can move
rotating
(so
only by translating with maximum velocity modulus L’ but without
has only d translational
degrees of freedom). We also assume
that its motion
that each of the obstacles is a convex polyhedron that moves (without rotating)
from a known initial position at a fixed and known velocity (which may vary
from one obstacle to another). The obstacles are initially
assumed not to
collide with each other: however, as we will see below, they may collide when
we “grow” them to reduce the problem to one involving a moving point. We
comment on this technical difficulty
below. The free configuration
space FP
(including time as an extra degree of freedom, as above) is ( d + I)-dimensional.
Although
the case d. = 1 is easy to solve, the cases d = 2,3 of the asteroid
avoidance problem are quite challenging, and require some interesting
algorithmic techniques.
We have efficient algorithms for various asteroid avoidance problems. These
results utilize some basic facts described in the next two subsections, of which
the most important is that normal movements suffice.
TO THE MOVEMENT
OF A POINT.
We begin with the follow3.1. REDUCTION
ing simple transformation
(see Lozano-Perez and Wesley [1979]) to reduce the
problem to the case in which B is a single moving point. Let B. denote the set
of points occupied by B at time t = O. Replace each moving obstacle C by the
set C – BU (which consists of pointwise differences of points of C and points of
Bfl ). Call the resulting set the “grown obstacle” corresponding
to C’. Suppose
that we wish to plan an admissible motion of B from the initial position BO to
a final position B,, and let X[ denote the relative displacement of B] from BO.
Then, such a motion exists if and only if there exists an admissible motion of a
single point from the origin to Xl which avoids collision with the moving
grown obstacles C – Bfl (each such body moving with the same velocity as the
obstacle body C). Since the grown obstacles are also convex polyhedra, we
have reduced the problem to a similar one in which B can be assumed to be a
single moving point. Note that the grown obstacles may intersect even if the
original obstacles were assumed not to collide. However, if the individual
grown obstacles have a total of n faces then their union in space-time (which
is the space our moving point must not enter) has complexity at most O(n~+ ] ).
In the remainder of this section, we therefore assume that B is a moving
point. To simplify the foregoing analysis, we assume there that even the grown
obstacles do not collide. To handle the general case, where these obstacles may
collide, we can take the union of the space–time trajectories
of all obstacles
and decompose it into a collection of pairwise openly disjoint convex polyhedra. Since the overall number of faces bounding
those polyhedra
is still
analysis
so that it can also
polynomial in iZ, we can easily adapt the following
only case that requires a more careful
handle
the
intersecting
case.
The
analysis is the 1-D case, where we aim to obtain an 0( n log n) algorithm. To
retain this efficiency, we use certain properties of 2-D grown obstacles, derived
in Kedem et al. [1986] to argue that the overall complexity
of the grown
obstacles is still proportional
to the complexity of the original obstacles (see
below).
MOVEMENTS.
3.2. NORMAL
types of movement of a point

We require

some special

B over a given time interval.

notation for various
In all the following
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types of movement
allow

of

it to move

a maximum

11, we

to the

velocity

allow

interior

B to touch

of any

modulus
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an obstacle

obstacle,

and

boundary,

require

that

B

but

do not

not

exceed

LI.

(1) A direct
movement
is a movement
of B with a constant
velocity vector.
B may touch an obstacle only at the endpoints of
During a direct movement,
A special
case of direct
movement
is static movement
in which
that movement.
B does not move (i.e., has O velocity).
(2) A contact rnouement
is a movement
of B in which B moves on the
bounda~ of an obstacle C (i.e., the boundary of the region of FP induced by
of C). In the 2-D asteroid
avoidance
problem,
we also require
the movement
that

any

such

vertices
of

distinct

require

each

and

an

obstacles

can

it

along

occurs

excluding
the

vertex

in the

case,

(3) A

jimdarnental

a contact

movement.

tzorrnal

(4) A

or

during

all

cuts
allow

problem,

In

edges

between

faces

two

of

time
3-D

of B is a direct movement

that

obstacles

(thus,

adj scent

convex

contact

in the

since

movement

space–time
between

we

with)

addition,

a contact

instance
edge

with)
edges

at (contact

degenerate

a single

an obstacle

movement

movements,

(at

an

obstacle

case).

followed

possibly

by

of B is a (possibly empty) sequence of fundamental
the movements
must
satisfy
the following
restric-

mouernent

of B in which

movements

also

(contact
between

intersections

from

of

artificial

at

obstacles).

union

along

only

possible

of

We

end

avoidance

end

colliding

the

and

of intersection

asteroid

and
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along

happens

2-D

3-D

begin

other,

obstacles).

contact

the

distinct

each

movements

begin
points

including

two

boundary

of space–time

where

(again
of

with

the

In

movement

edge

collide

contact

movement
possible

obstacles).
contact

of an obstacle

a face

pieces

contact
(including

colliding

that

or vertices
or

(maximal)

of an obstacle

tions:

RI:

Between

any two

movement,
R2:

If

the

space–time

contact

In

allowed

general,

to visit

case)

are
no

the

same

while

consists

movements,

there

must

be

a

contact

in

not

collide,

to

two

distinct

vertex

(in

that a normal

contact

s k + 1

of

do

allowed

visit

no

two

(the

(maximal)
the

2-D

distinct

boundary
contact

case)

(maximal)

of)

the

same

movements

or the

same

edge

are
(in

the

of an obstacle.

Note that RI requires
except

direct

obstacles

movements

obstacle.

3-D

distinct

and

with

movement

an obstacle.

fundamental

R2

does

not

ensures

movements,

that

where

change
a normal

k

the

is

its direction
movement

number

of

obstacles.
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[XT,

[X,,

then

endpoints

(in
the

space–time

sequence

B has a sequence

If

PROOF.

[XT, T],
For

B has a collision-free

3.1.

T] iff B has a finite
T] satisjjing
RI.

this clearly
the

converse

from

weak

= [X,,

in the
the

[ X(l, O] to [XT, T],

t ] from

[XO, O] to

from

[Xo, o] to

mollements

movements

a collision-free

defined

consider

p(t)

of fundamental

constitutes

sense

part,

motement
of fundamental

from

movement

[ x~l,

o] to

between

its

Introduction).

class

whose

K

of

slope

all

paths

p(t)

at any given

= [Xf,
time

t ] in
is

of
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at most

obstacle.
(where

the

Observe
tained

length
that

if

joining

< t. Since
follows,

the

using
that

-rr G K

vertices

the
them

of

trajectories

(in

7r0
of

~

is its

and

if

[Xl,

of

an

alternating

lie

moving

Let

m.

t,],

[X2,

tz]

m between

along

(d

LEMMA

3.2.

B has a collision-free

moL1ementjionz

[Xfl,

then

two

of

free
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mouernent

O] to [XT,

Thus,
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of
path

path
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~
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E~+ 1).

an obstacle.

I )-dimensional
so they

interior

points

To

M.

shortest

is a convex

that

(d – 2)-dimensional
faces of these obstacles.
movements
satisfying
RI.
❑
fundamental

a normal

G rr,

its slope

arguments,

–

in

that

sequence

obstacles,

length

obstacle

B is in contact

the

be the

these

is such
of each

into

G ~

Euclidean

space–time),

in which

must
the

in

shortest-path

of

penetration

empty.

trajectory

standard

subpaths

avoids

is not

portion

space–time

consists

polygonal

~

of a path

by replacing

segment

path

U, and that

By assumption,

AND

and

Moreover,
the

of

the

space–time

of B with
-n-. is a sequence of
to contacts

O] to [XT,

T]

iff B has

T].

B has a movement
[~,,
t] defined
By Lemma
3.1, we can assume
t .s T, consisting
of a sequence
of fundamental
movements
beginning
s T and satisfying RI. Moreover,
the proof of
at times
O S ti,f2,...,t,,,
Lemma 3.1 is easily seen to imply that the weaker part of R2 is also satisfied. If
R2
the space–time obstacles do not collide and the stronger part of restriction
with the
is violated,
then there
must be times
t,, t,such that [ XJ, t] is in contact
t,and t,.But since C is convex, its trajectory
C*
same obstacle
C during
times
in space–time is also convex. It is then easy to construct a single contact path
[X:, t] along C* for t, < t s tJ,such that X;, = X,, and X(, = X,,, and such that
the slope of this path at any given time is of modulus
s u. (Intuitively,
“pull
taut” the path [Xf, t] in space–time between t,andt, in the presence of C*
alone.) Repeating this process as required, we get a normal movement satisfying both R1 and R2.
❑
The other direction follows from Lemma 3.1.
PROOF.

for

O s

Remark.
In particular,
the preceding lemma implies that a minimum time
movement of B between two given spatial positions can always be realized by a
normal movement.

3.3. THE

ASTEROID

AVOIDANCE

PROBLEM

WITH

ONE

DEGREE

OF FREEDOM

We will first consider (a slight generalization
of) the case ot’ a
1-D asteroid avoidance problem, where we assume B is constrained to move
along a fixed line, in the presence of 2-D convex polygonal obstacles that can
pass through that line. The problem is not difficult
in this case, since B has
only one degree of freedom movement. (Nevertheless. A brief investigation of
this case will aid the reader to understand better the techniques that we use for
the more difficult
cases of d = 2,3 degrees of freedom.) Let n be the total
OF MOVEMENT.

number
of Section

of obstacle
3.1, we

edges.
can

Let

assume

k be the

number

of obstacles.

By

the

reduction

B is a single point.

THEOREM
3.3.
The asteroid
avoidance
problenl
can be
to mole o@ along a l-dimensional
0( n log n) If B is constrained

sokjed
in
line L.

time
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case
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is

a

is that

Obstacles
the

2-dimensional

space
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(space–time)

configuration

bounded

by

polygonal

space
barriers

L of the
(in a manner
detailed
below)
by the uniform
motions
along
intersections
of obstacle edges with L. We explicitly construct FP using a
scan-line technique. We first sort in time O(n log n) all obstacle edges and
vertices in the order of times in which they first intersect L. Let this sorted
sequence of times be t,, ..., tm (where m = O(n)). As we sweep the scan line
each time t the set FPt of all accessible free
across
time,
we maintain
for
configurations
at time t, and also a sorted list Q of the intersections of obstacle
of B.
edges with L at time t. Suppose [X., O] is the initial configuration
Initially, FPO consists of the single point [Xo, O] in space–time, and the initial
suppose for
value of ~ is easily calculated in time O(n log n). Inductively,
some t, z O we have constructed FPt . We represent FPt as an ordered, finite
sequence of disjoint intervals 11, . . . . 1,, of L, whose union
is the set of all
points
X such that
there
is a collision-free
movement
of B, whose velocity
modulus never exceeds L), from [ XO, O] to [X, t,]. Let t,+~ be the next time
following t, that an obstacle vertex intersects L. Between the times t, and t,+ ~,
generated

each

endpoint

possible

of

an

interval

1,, moves

at

a uniform

velocity

in

one

of

two

ways:

(a) If this
obstacle

endpoint
that

is not
moves

incident

away

to

at speed

an obstacle,
larger

than

or

is initially

LI, then

as to expand the interval I,.
(b) Otherwise, the endpoint moves so as to remain
edge is is initially at.

incident

it moves

to

an

at velocity

L’

so

incident

to the obstacle

when two
Thus, as t varies from t, to f,+ ~, L can change combinatorially
adjacent expanding intervals meet and merge into one interval or when an
interval shrinks and disappears (when one of its endpoints is at an obstacle
edge that moves too fast toward the other endpoint).
In either case, the
number of intervals in L can only get smaller. New intervals are added to L
only when an obstacle first meets the line L and this happens only k s n
times. In addition, when an obstacle vertex crosses L, the velocity of an
interval endpoint can change.
These considerations
easily imply that the total number of updating steps
that are needed to maintain FPt is only 0(n), and each step is easy to carry out
in O(log n) time, using an appropriate balanced tree structure for Q and FPI
and an additional
priority
queue to record all critical times at which the
combinatorial
structure of FP~ changes. The total time of the algorithm
is
❑
therefore O(n log n).
Remark.
As per our convention, we have assumed above that the expanded
obstacles do not collide in space-time. If this is not the case, we can still apply
the above analysis by splitting the union of the expanded obstacles in space-time
into pairvvise openly disjoint convex polygons. Fortunately,
the results of
Kedem et al. [1986] imply that the total complexity
of the union of the
expanded obstacles is only O(n), so the modified
algorithm
still runs in
O(n logn ) time.

3.4. A POLYNOMIAL
PROBLEM

FOR

A

TIME

BOUNDED

ALGORITHM
NUMBER

FOR THE

2-D

OF OBSTACLES.

ASTEROID
ln

this

AVOIDANCE

subsection,

we
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consider the 2-D asteroid avoidance problem. The configuration
space FP in
this case is 3-dimensional. We can assume, by the reduction of Section 3.1, that
B is a single point. We wish to move B from [XO, O] to [XT, T]. The obstacles
c,,.. ., CL are k (expanded) convex polygons. To simplify the analysis, we
assume again that the obstacles C, are pairwise disjoint, as would be the case if
B is originally
a moving point. Let ,u, the size of the problem, be the total
number of vertices and edges of the c~bstacles (in the general case, it would be
the number of vertices, edges, and faces of the decomposed
space–time
obstacles, which is still only polynomial
in the number of original obstacle
edges and vertices). We show that, if k is a constant, then we can solve the
problem in n“fl ) time.
Our basic technique will be to first consider the problem of computing the
time intervals in which single direct and contact movements between obstacle
vertices can be made, and then use a recursive method to determine the time
intervals in which it is possible to do normal movements.
For technical reasons, we consider the initial and final positions of B to be
additional
immobile
“obstacles”
C{, = XO, Ck + ~ = XT, each consisting of a
single vertex. Let MC,) be the set of vertices of obstacles C for j = 1, . . . . k
and let P’(CO) = {Xo} and V(C~=, ) = {X~}. Let V = U, ~lf~V(C,) be the set of
all vertices. Note that for each j = O,. . . . k + 1, all vertices a c V(C, ) undergo
a translational
motion with the same fixed velocity vector.
We use 1 to denote the set of times a certain event will occur. Let Ill denote
the minimum number of disjoint intervals into which the points of 1 can be
partitioned.
Clearly, 1 can be written using 0(111) inequalities.
We store the
intervals of 1 in sorted order using a balanced binary tree of size 0(11 l), in
which we can do insertions and deletions in time O(log 11l).
For each a, a’ = V(CJ), let CM. ~,(,~) be the set of all times t’ >0 at which
vertex a’ can be reached by a con~act movement of B on the bounda~ of C,
starting at vertex a at some time t = 1.
LEMMA

more

3.4.

Cilla,

lCM~,~r(I)l

PROOF.

There

~( I ) can be computed

irz time 0( II I + IV( C, ) 1) and further-

S Ill.
are

fixed

reals

O :S A,

<

A ~ (both

of

which

are

possibly

vertex a’ can be reached from vertex a by a contact
movement within minimum
delay A ~ and maximum delay A ~. These delay
parameters Al, Al can be easily computed (by computing the sum of the delay
bounds required for near-contact movement of each of the edges of C, from a
to a’) in time 0(1 V(C~)l).
(We note that for this property to hold we need to assume that the given
infinite)

velocities

and

of

such

the

that

obstacles

are

“well-behdved,”

in

the

sense

that

they

do

not

require too many bits to write down, so that operations on these velocities can
be accomplished in constant time (or at worst within some time bound that is
polynomial in n).)
Since trivially

we have [CM. .,(1)1 < 111,and it can be computed
u
made) within time 0(111 + I V(C1)I).

(under

the assumption

just
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For each a, a’ G V, let DM~, ~,( 1) be the set of all times t’ >0 such that
vertex a’ can be reached at time t’by a single direct movement of B starting at
vertex a at some time t e 1.
Find the set
To calculate DM~, ,,,(1), we consider the following subproblem:
F,,,,,, of all pairs of times t, t’such that the position a’(t’ ) of a’ at time t’ can be
reached from the position a(t) of a at time t by a single direct movement.
Fix a time t and let A(t) denote the set of all times t’such that the slope of
[a(t), t] to [a’(t’ ), t’ ] has modulus
< z]. Plainly, A(t) is a
the motion
from
closed interval [t ~,t2].Consider the triangle A whose corners are w = [a(t), t],
w, = [a’(tl ), t]], Wz = [a’(tl),
tl]. For each obstacle C~, its space–time trajectory C; intersects A at a convex set Al. The two tangents from w to A~ cut an
interval
A](t)
off the segment wlw~. AJ(t) is exactly the set of positions
[a’(t’), t’ ] of a’ that are not reachable
from [a(t), t] by a single direct movement, due to the interference
of Cl Let Ij(t
) denote the projection of Aj( t)
onto
the t-axis. The set F. ~, is then
(t,f’):t’6
(
Suppose F., ~, has been calculated.

fJ Ij(t) .
1=1
)

Then

the two-dimensional
set F.,.,, we can use a standard technique of
t = const across the (t,t’)-plane. Note that for each t and ~,
each endpoint of 1~(t ) is determined by a specific vertex of C~, and that, given
such a vertex ~), the corresponding
endpoint
e, (t) of I,(t) is an algebraic
function in t of constant degree. Hence, the structure of F.,. fl {t = const} can
change during the sweeping only at points t where two functions e,(t), e,(t)
intersect, or where one such function has a vertical tangent, that is at 0( nz )
points at most. This readily implies

To calculate
sweeping

a line

LEMMA
3.5.
F.,., can be calculated
in time O(nz log rz), and stored in 0( nz )
space. Furthetrnore,
for each I, lDM~, ~,(1)1 < (III + nz)k, and DM., .,(I) can be

calculated

in time 0((111 + nz)k).

PROOF.
The first part follows by the sweeping technique mentioned above.
The second part follows from the fact that, as a result of the sweeping, the
t-axis is split into 0( nz ) intervals, over each one of which the combinatorial
structure of Fu, ~, remains constant, and consists of at most k + 1 disjoint
intervals. Hence, merging these intervals with the intervals of 1, we can
manner within the asserted time
calculate DM~ J 1) in a straightforward
❑
bound, and also obtain the required bound on the complexity of that set.

The 2-D asteroid moidance
problem
can be solved
3.6.
k), and hence in time n ‘(1) in the case of k = O(1) obstacles.

THEOREM

O(n:(h+?)

in time

(“j –
Initially, let lX(,
– {t10 < t < T} and let 1$0) = Ofor each a G V–
PROOF.
{XO}. Inductively,
for some i z O, suppose for each a G V, 1~[) is the set of
normal
times t that vertex a is reachable from [X.,01 by a (collision-free)
movement
of B consisting
of
< i fundamental
movements
in time
~ T. Then,
for each a’ = V,
J;: ) =

U DM.,.(I;’))
aEV
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is the set of times that vertex a’ is reachable from [X(], O] by a movement of B
consisting of s i fundamental
movements followed by a direct movement and
no other kinds of movement. Hence, if a“ = V(C, ), then
1::+1)

=

(J

Cfvfu, .Il(.ly)

a’= P’(c,)

is the set of times that vertex a“ is reachable from [ X[), O] by a normal
movements. Thus, for each
movement of B consisting of < i + 1 fundamental
a c V, ljk + 1) is the set of times vertex a is reachable by a normal movement of
B from

[ X.,

O]. By Lemma

3.2, such

a normal

movement

suffices.

SO T G r,~k + 1J

of B from [ X~l, O] to [XT, T].
T
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 imply Ilj’)l < 0(n2’+2 k) and so the ith step takes time
❑
0(nz(~2z’+zk + k log(n “+ 3k))). Therefore, the total time is O(rzz(k+ ‘)k).
iff

there

exists

a collision-free

movement

3.5. A DECISION ALGORITHM FOR THE 3-D ASTEROID AVOIDANCE PROBLEM
We next consider the 3-D
NUMBER
OF OBSTACLES.
WITH AN UNBOUNDED
asteroid avoidance problem. The configuration
space FP is in this case 4-dimensional. By the results of Section 3.1, we can assume we wish to move a
to [XT, T], avoiding k (possibly intersecting)
convex
point B from [X.,01
polyhedral obstacles C,,...,
CL. In this case, the size n of the problem is the
total number of edges of the polyhedra (or, in case they intersect, the total
number of features on the boundary of the union of their space–time trajectories ). Again, we present the analysis under the assumption that the obstacles do
not intersect, but an appropriate modification
of the analysis will also apply in
the general case. We show that the problem is decidable.
Recall that each contact movement
is required to begin and end at an
obstacle edge or vertex. We consider each obstacle edge e = (14,c’) to be
directed from u to L). If e has length L, we will let e(y), for O < y s 1, denote
the point on e at distance yL from vertex 14, so e(0) = u and e(l) = l). Let
E = {el, . . . . e,,} be the set of all obstacle edges. Let E(C, ) c E be the set of
(directed) edges of obstacle C, for j = 1, . . . . k.
For technical reasons, we again consider the initial and final positions of B
to be immobile
obstacles C,, = XO and CL+, = Xf. We consider E(C~l) to
a single
contain a single edge of length O at point XO and E( Ck +, ) to contain
edge

of length

O at point

open formLda

XT.

. . , y,) in the theory
of real closed fields consists of a
logical expression containing conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations of atomic
formulas, where each atomic formula is an equality or inequality
involving
rational polynomials in the variables y,, . . . . y,. A (partially quantified) formula
in this theory is a formula of the form QIyl ..- Q,, y~F’(yl, . . . . v,) where a s r,
and where each Q is an existential or a universal quantifier.
Such a formula
its degree is the maximum
degree
of any
will be called an algebraic predicate;
polynomial
within
the formula,
and its size is the number of atomic formulas it
contains. We use the following results:
An

LEMMA

3.7 (COLLINS,

of size n, constant
.()(, ,
n.
LEMMA

F( y,,.

3.8

1975).

degree,

(CANNY,

with

A giLen formula
of the theofy of real closed fields
r Lariables can be decided in deteiwtinistic
time

1988; RENEGAR, 1992).

tial theory of real closed fields of size n, constant
decided in space polynomial
in n and r.

A giL’en forrrmla
of the existendegree and r uariables can be
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We will first show that we can describe by algebraic predicates the time
intervals for which fundamental
movements can be made, and then use the
existential theory of real closed fields to decide the feasibility of movements
consisting of finite sequences (of length at most n) of these fundamental
movements. Below, we fix a pair of edges e,, et, lying on any common obstacle
C, and O <y, y’ <1. Let crn(i, i’, y, y’, A) be the predicate that holds just if B
has a contact movement along a single face of Cl from e,(y) to e,,( y’ ) with
delay A (i.e., the motion takes A time units); note that in this notation C, is
implicitly defined by the indices i, i’, and that for cm to be true it is necessa~
that e,, e,, bound the same face of some obstacle.
cm(i, i’, y, y’, A) can be constructed
in polynomial
of size nOfl ) with no quantified
l~an”ables, which is algebraic,
degree, in y, y’, and A.

LEMMA 3.9.

predicate

time

as a

of constant

PROOF.
Let face(i, i’) be the predicate that holds iff e, and e,, are both on
the same face of an obstacle. Let (w,, w}, WZ) be the velocity vector of obstacle
CJ containing
e, and e,,. Let (u,, u,, u,) be the distance vector from e,(y) to
e,(y’), where UX, u”, Z4, are all linear functions of y, y’. B will move in contact
with Cl with velocity vector ( ~~,,u}, UZ) with modulus

d
If B moves from

L’: + Lf

+ L1~ L L1.

el( y) to el,( y’) with delay A, then we must have o, A = WXA +

and L’ZA = WZA + u,.
~,t, u,, LIZ and substituting
into

11,,, LIYA = WYA + UY,

Solving
formula
cm(i,

for

i’, y,y’,

L1~ + L); +

U$,

we

derive

the

A)

‘([( 1
WXA + 14X 2

+

A

❑

Let dm(i, i’, v, v’, t, t’ ) be the predicate that holds iust if B has a (collisionfree) direct mo~ernent from ec(y) at time t to e,,( y’) it time t’.
The following is
proved using arguments similar to those used in Lemma 3.5:
LEMMA

algebraic

3.10.

predicate

dm(i,

i’, y, y’, t, t’ ) can be constmcted
in polynomial
[Iariables.
of size and degree n ‘(1 j wit~l no quarltified

time as an

PROOF.
For a given set of obstacles 25’c {Cl,. . . . Ck} let dm~(i,
i’, y, y’, t, t’)
be defined as above, except that we allow possible collisions
of B with
obstacles in {Cl, . . . . C~} – ~. Then, dmJi, i’, y, y’, t, t’) can easily be given as
an algebraic predicate of size n 0(1) bounding the time t’to a single (possibly
empty) interval, whose bounds vary algebraically with t.
, ~,~(”Z, z“ , y, y’, t, t’) as the conjunction
Inductively, we can write dm{c,,

dm ~c,,., .c,_,}(i,

i’, y,y’,

t,t’)

~p,

t’outside a single
where p is an algebraic predicate of size n ‘(1 ), restricting
(possible empty) interval of time. Thus, dm(i, i’, y, y’, t, t’) = dm{c,,
, ~,~i, i’,
Y! Y’, ~>t’) is an algebraic

predicate

of size no(l’.

❑
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Let fin(i, i’, y, y’, t, t’) hold iff there is a fundamental
movement
c,(Y) at time t to e,(y’) at time t’. Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 imply
fiz(i,

i’, y,y’,

Vii’’,

t,t’)

-

drn(i,

y’’, Aldnl(i,,y,

i’, ~,y ’,t,

yyr,t,

tt,t’

V cm(i, i’, ~’, y’, t’

t’)

– A) A cwl(i’’,

LEMMA

3.11.

fin(i,

predicate

?, y, y’, t, t’)

can

of size n ‘){ ~‘, constant

of B from
– t)

i’. ,y, A), A).

(Recall that cm can be true only if the two indices appearing
lying on the same obstacle.)

algebraic

SHARIR

in it denote edges

be constrLlctcd

in po~nornial

tirnc

degree

) quantified

cariabkx.

and

0(1

as an

Let m(i, i’, Y, y’, t, t’) be the predicate that holds iff B has a collision-free
(normal) movement from e,(y) at time t to e,( y’ ) at time t’.Note that the
quantified variables.
formula for nl(i, i’, y, y’, t, t’) requires (3(n) existentially
We thus have
THEOREM 3.12.
q ?1
-,

The

or altcrnatil’eij

3-D

asteroid

in poljwomial

at oidatlce

problem

can be solued

in time

space.

PROOF.
We assume immobile obstacle edges e], ez such that el(0) = X(,
B has a collision-free
movement from [X(,, O] to
and co(0) = XT. By definition,
[XT, T] if and only if m(l, 2,0,0,0, T) holds.
quantified variSince rn(l, 2,0,0,0, T) has nO(l) size and O(n) existentially
T) by Lemma 3.8 in polynomial
ables, we can test satisfiability
of rn(l, 2,0,0,0,
space. and thus also in time 2’2”(”.
u

The fact that the 3-D asteroid avoidance problem can be solved in singly
exponential time can also be derived from the older result of Collins (Lemma
a description
of this technique because we will need to use
3.7). We include
this variant in our analysis of minimum-time
movements, to be given in the
following subsection. In addition, we think this technique is interesting in its
own right and may have other applications as well. Specifically, we first need
LEMMA

m(i,

3.13.

algebraic predicate
Lariablcs.

i’, y, y’, t, t’)

call

of size n ‘([ ) with

be constructed

constant

in polynonzial

degree using

time

as an

O(log n) qllantified

PROOF.
For each 1 = O, 1,. ... log n, we define m(()(i, i’, y, Y’, t, t’) to be the
at
predicate that holds iff B has a movement from e,(y) at time t to e,(y’)
movements. Clearly,
time t’ consisting of a sequence of <21 fundamental
nz(()’(i, i’, y, y’, t, t’) = f}rz(i, i’, y, y’, t, t’). We can then define

m(~+l)(i, i’, y,y ’,
rnt[)(i.

i’’. y,,t,

t, t’)
t”) t”)

-

=i’’,

y’’, t”

~ rn(~)(i’’,

However. this definition,
when applied recursively
> 2“. A more compact definition
is gotten by
m ‘I+]) (i, i’, y,y’,
s 3i’’,
[(al
V(al=i’’

i’, ~~”, v’, t’’, t’).

yields

a formula

t, t’)

y’’, Val,az, a3, aq, a<, a(, a(,
= i ~ a~ =i’’~aj=},~a~=y’’~az=
Aa2=i’Aa3=y”

3n2(1)( al, a:, a<, a4, d5!a6 ).

Aa4=y’A

t~ah=
a5=t’’Aa6=

t”)
t’)]

of size
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The formula m(~’og“l)(i, t’, y, y’, t, t’) is of size nO(l)log n s nO(l) and requires
only O(log n) quantified variables. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have rn(i, i’, y,
❑

y’, t, t’) E m((’u~ ‘Zl)(i, i’, y, y’, t, t’).

Now Lemma 3.7 implies that we can test satisfiability
time 2“0”), as asserted in the preceding theorem.
3.6. MINIMUM-TIME
3 by

observing

be easily
ask for
the

modified
planning

initial

ASTEROID

that

the

to solve
collision-free

configuration

AVOIDANCE

techniques

[X.,

in

of the

a final

3.3,

avoidance

body

position

We

Sections

asteroid

movement
O] to

PROBLEM.

developed

minimum-time

of HZ(1,2,0,0,0,

l?, which
Xl

in

the

conclude
3.4,

and

problems,
will

take

shortest

T) in

Section
3.5

can

which
it from
possible

B is allowed to contact, but not penetrate
into, any of the
time.
(Here,
obstacles.)
To solve problems of this kind, we consider the l-D, the 2-D, and the 3-D
cases separately. In the 1-D case, the algorithm given in Section 3.3 calculates

(the closure of) FP explicitly. Given the desired final position Xl of B, we just
need to find the point of intersection of the line x = Xl with (the closure of)
FP that has the smallest t-value. This task is easily accomplished in O(n) time.
In the 2-D case, the algorithm given in Section 3.4 produces for each vertex
a G V a set of times Ijk + 1) in which a can be reached by a normal movement
from [ XO, O]. Here, all we have to do is to consider the destination
Xl as an
additional
stationa~
obstacle. Then, T = nlinI~~ + 1) k the shortest time in
which such a normal movement can reach Xl. That normal movement itself
can also be easily calculated.
Finally, in the 3-D case, using the notations of Section 3.5, we consider the
predicate
m * = 3Tlm(l,2,0,0,0,

T).

The technique quoted in Lemma 3.7 is based on decomposition
of E’ into a
collection of finitely many connected cells having relatively simple structure.
such that within each such cell c the Boolean value of each atomic subformula
in nz* has a constant value.
Furthermore,
by tuning the algorithm that calculates this decomposition,
we
can obtain a partitioning
of the T-axis into finitely many disjoint intervals such
that each cell in the decomposition
projects onto such an interval or onto an
endpoint of such an interval. Hence, by scanning these T-intervals in increasing
order, it is easy to find the smallest T for which nz* k true. This technique is
similar to that described in Section 4.2 below, and the reader is referred to this
section for more details.
Note that the arguments just given for the 2-D and 3-D cases show how to
normal
movement.
However, by Lemma 3.1 and the
find minimum-time
remark following it, the minimum time achieved by a normal movement is the
same as that achieved by any admissible collision-free
movement.
Summing up all these observations, we conclude
THEOREM

3.14.

The minimum-time

asteroid

in time ~O(n log n) in the 1-D case, in time
time 2 n ‘ ‘ in the 3-D case.

aljoidance

problem

can be sok’ed

O(nz(k + 2)k) in the 2-D case, and in

Although the original version of this paper [Reif and Sharir, 19851
Remark.
did not mention minimum-time
movements explicitly, the ability to calculate
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movement was implicit in the techniques presented
paper by Sutner and Maass [1988] also considers this problem.
4. Dynamic

Mouement

Problems

with

Um-estricted

M.

SHARIR

there. The

Velocip

the last two sections,
we have assumed
that
B had a given velocity
motion;
and in
modulus bound. Here, we allow B to have unrestricted
particular we impose no velocity bounds.
This case appears still intractable,
as we show that the 3-D dynamic movemotion, is
ment problem for the case where B is a cylinder with unrestricted
NP-hard. Again this proof requires that B has only 0(1) degrees of freedom
and we make critical use of the presence of rotating obstacles to encode time.
We will next show, in contrast with what has just been stated, that the
problem is in polynomial
time if all the obstacle motions are algebraic (of
bounded degree) in space–time; that is, the movement of B is constrained by
algebraic inequalities of bounded degree, and there is no bound on the velocity
modulus of B.
Throughout

MOTIONS
IN THE PRESENCE OF ROTATING
4.1. THE CASE OF UNRESTRICTED
OBSTACLES IS NP-HARD.
We will reduce the 3-satisfiability
problem to that of
planning the motion of a cylindrical
body B in 3-space in the presence of
several rotating obstacles. Suppose that we are given an instance of 3-satisfiability involving
n Boolean variables
xl, . . . . x.. With each variable x,, we
associate several semidisks D, ~ of radius 1, where a semidisk is a disk with half
its interior removed so that it is bounded by a semicircle and a line segment.
Each semidisk D, ~ rotates
in some plane lying parallel to the x – y plane at
some height h,, ~ with its center at some point w,, ~. For each i = 1, . . . . n, all
the semidisks D,, ~ rotate with the same angular velocity l’, = n-/2’- 1. Thus,
the first set of semidisks complete half a revolution in 1 time unit, the second
set in 2 time units, and so forth. The idea behind this mechanism is that it can
be used to encode the binary digits of time. Specifically, if U is a sufficiently
small disk contained in the interior of some unit disc on the x – y plane and
lying near its perimeter,
then we can position
some of our semidisks
D l,kj~...>
D n,hn above U in such a way that after t whole time units each
semldisk D, ~ will cover the set U + w, ~ if and only if the ith binary digit of t
has some designated value q. We assume that the horizontal cross section of B
has an area smaller than that of U and that B is sufficiently long, so that after
t < 2“ whole time units B can stand vertically with its base on U without
colliding
with any of these semidisks if and only if t = c1~z “-” E,, in binary.
This useful feature will be crucial in the following construction.
Suppose that the given instance of 3-satisfiability
involves p clauses, where
the mth clause has the form z,,,, v z~q v Zm,,,where each z~ is either .Kf or the
negation
of x,. We represent
this clause by three
semidisks
D,,,,,,,,,
D m2, m~ D~,, V,, all placed on a plane at some height h,. (without
touching or
intersecting
each other), such that their centers all lie on the y axes of this
plane, and such that the empty half of DT,, ~, is placed initially to the right of
the y-axis if z., = x,. ; otherwise, the semldisk is placed initially with its empty
half to the left of the y-axis. We then construct three narrow tunnels, all
connecting some point Cm lying between the (m – l)th plane and the mth
plane just introduced, to a point Cm+, lying above the new plane. Each tunnel
is circular, and its intersection with the plane is a sufficiently
small disk lying
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within the right half of the corresponding
disk D near its highest (in y) point.
This construction
implies that at time t the body B that we wish to move can
quickly go from Cm to Cm. ~ iff the assignment of the ith bina~ digit of t to
the variable x,, for each i = 1,..., n, satisfies the rnth clause. It follows that
we can move B from an initial position Cl to a final Cm,+ ~ iff there exists a
time t for which the above assignment satisfies the given instance of the
3-satisfiability
problem. (It is easy to add more rotating
discs that would
enforce B to traverse the whole system of tunnels in a very short time that
begins at an integral number of time units.) This proves that
THEOREM

4.1.

of a body B with

In the presence

of rotating

no L’elocity modulus bounds
the body B is a rigid cylinder in 3-space.

obstacles,
is NP-hard,

dynamic

motion

planning

ellen in the case where

As in the case of the time–machine
construction in Section 2, this
Remark.
construction
can also be simplified to a two-dimensional
dynamic movement
planning with a single moving point obstacle, at the cost of using an irregular
and more complex motion of that obstacle.
4.2. THE CASE OF UNRESTRICTED
ALGEBRAIC
MOTIONS.
Let B be an arbitrary fixed system of moving bodies with a total of d degrees of freedom. Let S
be a space bounded by an arbitrary collection of moving obstacles. Let the
(space-time)
free configuration
space FP of B be defined as in Section 1. We
assume that the problem is algebraic in the sense that the geometric constraints on the possible free configurations
of B (i.e., the constraints defining
FP) can be expressed as algebraic (over the rationals) equalities and inequali[X, t].For technical reasons, and unlike the
ties in the d + 1 parameters
convention used so far in the paper, we allow here only movements of B in
which it really avoids any contact with (and, of course, penetration
into) any
obstacle.
Remark.
Some of the motions used in the preceding lower bound proofs are
not algebraic in the above sense. The simplest such motion is rotation of a
two-dimensional
body about a fixed center. Indeed, suppose, for simplicity, that
the rotating body is a single point at distance r from the center of rotation
(which we assume to be the origin). Then, the curve in space-time
traced by
the rotating point is a helix, parametrized
as (x, y, t) = (r cos ot, r sin ot,t),
which is certainly not algebraic.
To obtain a polynomial-time
solution to this problem, we decompose Ed+ 1
algebraic
decomposition
as proposed by Collins [1975] (or
into a cylindrical
Collins’ decomposition
in short; cf. Cooke and Finney [1967] for a basic
description of cell complexes) relative to the set P of polynomials appearing in
the definition of FP. (We have already cited Collins’ technique in Lemma 3.7.)
Roughly speaking, this technique partitions E~+ 1 into finitely many connected
cells, such that on each of these cells each polynomial of P has a constant sign

(zero, positive, or negative). Thus, FP is the union of a subset of these cells,
and it is a simple matter to identify those cells that are contained in FP (we
refer to such cells as J7ee Collins cells). Moreover,
by using the modified
decomposition
technique presented in Schwartz and Sharir [1983b] one can
between Collins cells (i.e., find pairs
also compute the adjacency relationships
[cl, Cz] of Collins cells such that one of these cells is contained in the boundary
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of the other). Thus, any continuous path in FP can be mapped to the sequence
of free Collins cells through which it passes, and conversely, for any such
sequence of free adjacent Collins cells, we can construct a continuous path in
FP passing through these cells in order. This observation has been used by
Schwartz and Sharir [1983b] to reduce the continuous (static) motion planning
problem to the discrete problem of searching for an appropriate
path in an
associated connecdzi~ graph whose nodes are the free Collins cells, and whose
edges connect pairs of adjacent such cells.
We would like to apply the same ideas to the dynamic problem that we wish
to solve, but we face here the additional
problem that we are allowed to
consider only t-monotone paths in FP. To overcome this difficulty, we note that
the Collins decomposition
procedure
is recursive, proceeding
through one
dimension at a time. When it comes to decompose the subspace E’+ 1, it has
of E’+ 1 will
already decomposed E’ into “base” cells, and the decomposition
several
be such that for each base cell b of E’ there will be constructed
“layered”
cells of E’+ 1 all projecting into b. Hence, if we apply the Collins
decomposition
technique in such a way that the time axis t is decomposed in
the innermost recursive step, it follows that each final cell c (in Ed+ 1) consists
of points [X, t]whose t either lies between two boundary times tfl(c ) < t,(c) or
is constant. Moreover, if c is a Collins cell of the first type, then it is easy to
show, using induction on the dimension, that for any point [ XO, to(c)] lying on
on its “upper”
the “lower”
boundary
of c, and for any point [Xl, tl(c)]
boundary. there exists a continuous
t-monotone
path through c connecting
these two points. In fact, the preceding property also holds if one or both
points are interior to c.
These observations suggest the following procedure:
(1) Apply the Collins decomposition
technique to E’~+ t relative to the set of
polynomials defining FP, so that t is the innermost dimension to be processed.
Also find the adjacency relationship
between the Collins cells, using the
technique described in Schwartz and Sharir [1983b].
(2) Construct
a connectivity
graph
CG, which is a directed
graph defined as
follows: The nodes of C’G are the free Collins cells. A directed edge [c, c’ ]
connects two free cells c and c’ provided that (a) c and c’ are adjacent; (b)
either c and c’ both project onto the same base segment on the t axis, or c
projects onto an open t segment (t,l( c), tl( c)) and c’ projects onto its upper
endpoint
t,(c), or c’ projects onto an open t segment (t,,(c’ ), tl(c’ )) and c
projects onto its lower endpoint t{l(c’). Intuitively,
each edge of CG represents
a crossing between two adjacent cells that is either stationa~ in time (crossing
in a direction orthogonal to t)or else progresses forward in time.
(3) Find the cells CO,c1 containing respectively the initial and final configurations [Xo, (.)],[Xl, T]. Then, search for a directed path m CG from co to c,. If
there exists such a path, then there also exists a motion in FP between the two
given configurations
(and the latter motion can be effectively constructed from
the path in CG); otherwise, no such motion exists.
To see that the procedure just described is correct, note first that if p is a
continuous
motion through FP between the initial and final configurations
(which we assume to cross between Collins cells only finitely many times), then
it is easily seen that the sequence of free cells through which p passes
constitutes a directed path in CG. Conversely, if p’ is a directed path in CG
between COand c1, then p’ can be transformed into a continuous (t-monotone)
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motion through FP as follows: First choose for each free Collins cell c a
representative
interior point [XC, tc],such that the representative
points of all
the cells that project onto the same base segment on the t-axis have the same t
value. Then transform each edge [c, c’] of p’ into a monotone path in FP as
follows: If tC = tC, (i.e., if the crossing from c to c’ is orthogonal to the time
axis), then connect [XC, tc] to [XC,, tc,
] by any path that is contained in the
union c U c’ and on which t is held constant; the existence of such a path is
guaranteed
by the property
of Collins cells noted above. If t, < t,,,then
connect [XC, tc] to [XC,, t,,
] by a t-monotone path contained in c U c’; again,
the existence of such a path is guaranteed by the structure of Collins cells. The
is contained
in FP and is weakly
resulting path p is plainly continuous,
monotone in t.Note that the crossings of the first type in which t remains
constant represent extreme situations where the velocity of B is infinite.
However, since p is continuous and FP is open, one can easily modify p slightly
so as to make it strictly monotone in time, provided, of course, that the starting
that can be
time of p is strictly smaller than its ending time, a condition
checked and excluded ahead of time. This establishes the correctness of our
procedure.
Since the Collins decomposition
is of size polynomial in the number of given
polynomials
and in their maximum degree (albeit doubly exponential
in the
number of degrees of freedom d), and can be computed within time of similar
polynomial complexity, it follows that:
THEOREM

ftied

The dynamic

4.2.

moling

poi)momial

B can be sohed
in the number

maxim um algebraic

Hopcroft,
Thanks

dynamic

movement

and

S. Rajasekaran,

the

earlier

version

of the molters problem

(space-time)

of obstacle features,

We

and

planning.

[Iersion

algebraic

the number

for

a

case in time

of parts of B, and their

degree.
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